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Let (A, G, x) be a separable C*-dynamical system in which G is abelian and A 
has continuous trace. The action c( is said to pointwise unitary if for each n in a 
there is a covariant representation (n, U) of the system (A, G, a). It is shown that 
for pointwise unitary actions the spectrum (A x, G)A of the crossed product 
is a locally compact Hausdorff space and the restriction map Res, which takes 
nxl/ in (AxG)^  to R, maps (A x G)^  onto a. Furthermore, Res induces a 
homeomorphism of (A x, G)“/G onto a. These results lead to a characterization of 
crossed products A X, G with continuous trace: when A has continuous trace and 
G acts freely on A^, this happens precisely when the action of G on a is also proper. 
This extends Green’s characterization of free and proper transformation groups. 
Finally, it is shown that the results have applications to the problem of determining 
the dual topology on a locally compact group. ‘C ,990 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system in which G is abelian and A has 
continuous trace. As in [24], we say a is pointwise unitary if for each n E a 
there is a covariant representation (x, U) of the system (A, G, atthat is, 
if the induced action of G on A^  is trivial and all the Mackey obstructions 
vanish. If the implementing unitary representation U can locally be chosen 
of the form rc 0 u for the same strictly continuous map u of G into the multi- 
plier algebra M(A), then a is called locally unitary. In [24] it was shown 
that, for locally unitary a, the spectrum (A x, G) h of the crossed product 
is a locally trivial principal G-bundle over A, whose isomorphism class 
determines a up to exterior equivalence. Further, if A is stable every such 
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bundle arises this way, so the locally unitary actions of G provide a 
C*-algebraic realisation of the isomorphism theory of principal G-bundles. 
The object of the present paper is to show that the pointwise unitary 
actions provide an analogous realisation for the free and proper actions 
of G. 
Our main result, then, is that virtually all of the main properties of 
locally unitary actions and their crossed products carry over to pointwise 
unitary actions provided one replaces locally trivial G-bundles by free and 
proper G-spaces. More precisely, we shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let (A, G, g) be a separable P-dynamical system in which G 
is abelian, a is pointwise unitary, and A is a continuous-trace algebra with 
spectrum X. 
(1) For each irreducible representation nxU of Ax,G, 
Res(n x U) = 7c is irreducible; the restriction map Res: (A x, G) A -+ X is 
continuous, open, and surjective. 
(2) The spectrum (Ax, G)” is a locally compact Hausdorff space. 
ThedualactionofGon(Ax,G)^ isgivenbyy.(nxU)=zxyU;itisfree 
and proper, and Res induces a homeomorphism of (A x, G) “/G onto X. The 
G-space Res: (A x, G) h --f X determines a up to exterior equivalence. 
(3) There is an isomorphism of A x, G onto the pull-back 
Res*A =C,((A x~G)^)@~~~,A of [26], which carries the dual action ai 
into Res*(id). 
(4) Suppose that A is stable and g: E + X is the orbit map for a free 
and proper action of 6. Then there is a pointwise unitary action a of G on 
A such that there is a G-equivariant homeomorphism h of (A x, G) A onto E 
with Res = g 0 h. 
For locally unitary actions (l), (2), (3), and (4) were proved in [24, 
Proposition 2.1; 24, Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 2.5; 26, Proposition 1.5; 
and 24, Theorem 3.81, respectively. Example 1.2 of [24] shows that there 
are pointwise unitary actions which are not locally unitary, so our present 
theorem is a non-vacuous extension of these results. 
The idea of our proof of this theorem is quite simple. By a theorem of 
Rosenberg, when G is compactly generated every pointwise unitary action 
is locally unitary, and the result is therefore known. On the other hand, 
when G is discrete it is possible to prove the theorem by exploiting the 
compactness of the dual group. Since every locally compact abelian group 
has a compactly generated subgroup H with G/H discrete, we tackle the 
general problem by trying to patch these two special cases together. Unfor- 
tunately, our method of doing this requires that we also consider the 
H-inner actions of Green [12], which we now discuss. 
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Suppose a: G + Aut A is given on a normal subgroup by a twisting map 
.Y: H --+ Uhf(A)- that is, Y is a strictly continuous homomorphism such 
that Ad 9 = c( IH and .a(.& ‘) = cc,(Y(h)) for s E G, h E H; following [ 191, 
we shall say (A, G, a, 9) is an H-inner system. The restricted crossed 
product A xSIH G by an H-inner action is the quotient of A x, G by the 
common kernel of the representations 71 x U such that (x, U) preserves .a, 
in the sense that UIH = ~0 J [3, 121. (These are perhaps more commonly 
known as twisted crossed products, but we avoid this to minimise confu- 
sion with the more general twisted crossed products of [20], which we 
shall use later.) The key to the proof of our theorem is a result of Green 
[ 12, Proposition 11, which asserts that if a: G -+ Aut A and H is normal in 
G, there is an H-inner action 1 of G on A x, H such that A x, G is 
isomorphic to (A x, H) xBIH G. Since restricted crossed products by 
H-inner actions behave very much like ordinary crossed products by G/H, 
we shall try to prove our main result by extending the argument for 
discrete G to cover H-inner action, where G/H is discrete and then using 
Green’s decomposition to get to the general case. Thus we begin by 
developing the basic facts for pointwise unitary H-inner actions; we could 
presumably do the whole thing in this generality, but as we shall see in 
Section 2 (b) there is a simple trick for extending results to this case. 
The proof of our main theorem is the content of our first section. In 
Section 2, we consider some generalizations and extensions of our results. 
As we have how carried over essentially all of the known theory of locally 
unitary actions to pointwise unitary actions, one can now hope to replace 
locally unitary actions everywhere they are used. We begin Section 2 by 
showing now the results of [25, Section 21 on actions with constant 
isotropy can easily be so extended. We then show how the stabilisation 
trick of [20, Section 31 enables us to immediately extend most of our main 
theorem to the twisted actions of [20]; we shall need this extension for 
some of our applications. We finish Section 2 with an example which shows 
that the continuous trace hypothesis on A is necessary; this is certainly one 
difference between our present results and those of [24], where it was 
enough to assume A^ Hausdorff. 
In our final section we present two applications. The first is a charac- 
terisation of crossed products A x, G with continuous trace: when A has 
continuous trace and G acts freely on A, this happens precisely when the 
action of G on A is also proper. This extends, at least in the case of abelian 
G, Green’s elegant characterisation of free and proper transformation 
groups [ 111, but as far as we know, this is the first such result for 
non-commutative A (see [8]). Our second application concerns the old 
problem of determining the dual topology on a locally compact group G 
when the representations themselves are described by the Mackey machine. 
A program to do this was developed by, among others, Fell and Baggett 
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[ 11: their results and conjectures were concerned mainly with the local 
problem of describing the limit points of nets in 6 obtained by inducing 
from varying stabilisers. Later a detailed and systematic collection of 
conjectures was made by Schochetman [30], in which he also aimed to 
describe the global structure of the parts of 6 where induction was not a 
necessary part of the machine. We shall review these conjectures in the light 
of our own and other recent work on the topology of the spectrum of 
crossed products; roughly speaking, our thesis is that they should be 
amended to allow for non-trivial bundles and spaces. We do obtain some 
positive results here, based on our work on twisted actions in Section 2, 
but these are only fragmentary, and our main intention is to point out that 
the phenomena we have been studying are relevant to this problem. 
1. CROSSED PRODUCTS BY POINTWISE UNITARY ACTIONS 
Our object in this section is to prove the theorem stated in the 
introduction concerning the topology of (A x, G) A and the structure of 
A x, G when a is pointwise unitary. We begin slightly more generally by 
considering H-inner actions of G where G/H is abelian, and for this we 
shall need appropriate notions of pointwise and local unitarity. 
Suppose (A, G, a, -0) is an H-inner system with A a continuous-trace 
algebra. We say tl is pointwise unitary relative to 9 if for each x E 2 there 
is a covariant representation (n, U) of (A, G, CI) on Zz which preserves the 
twist 4 (i.e., has UI,= rt 09). Similarly, c1 is locally unitary relative to .a 
if for each 7c E 2 there are a neighbourhood @ of rc and a strictly con- 
tinuous map u: G -+ U&I(A) such that for p E a!, (p, p 0 u) is a covariant 
representation of (A, G, c() which preserves 9. Obviously, such actions are 
pointwise or locally unitary in the usual sense, and conversely we have: 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose that CY is pointwise unitary and that G is either 
abelian or a semi-direct product qf H by G/H. Then (r is pointwise unitary 
relative to 9. 
’ ProoJ: Let 71 E A^. There is a representation V: G -+ %(#X) such that 
V,n(a) VT = 7c(a,(a)) forall aeA, SEG. 
For h E H we have Ad V,, = Ad ~(9~) on n(A) =X(&), so there is a scalar 
y(h) such that y(h) VA = ~(9~). Both V and 7~09 are continuous 
homomorphisms, and hence y E Z?. Under either hypothesis on G, y extends 
to a character x of G, and then U = XV is a representation of G in XT with 
U 1 H = 710 9 and which implements tl in the representation X. 
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We now turn to the problem of describing (A x,,” G) A when c1 is 
pointwise unitary relative to 9. Recall that A x,, H G can be concretely 
constructed as the C*-enveloping algebra of the algebra C,.(G, A, 3) of 
continuous functions fi G + A such that f(hs) =f(.s)gt for h E H, s E G, 
and such that sH-+ Ilf(s)li has compact support in G/H (see [3, 121). If 
(rc, U) is a covariant representation of (A, G) which preserves .a then the 
corresponding representation rc x U of A x a, H G satisfies 
xx U(f)=j n(f(s)) UAsH) for f~ C,.(G, A, 3). 
GIH 
When G/H is abelian, there is a dual action oi of (G/H) A on A x,, H G such 
that 
&(f)(s) = Y(S)fb) for f~ C,(G, A, 9). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose (A, G, a, 9) is an H-inner C*-dynamical 
system with G/H abelian, A continuous-trace, and o! pointwise unitary relative 
to 4. Zf ~xUE(AX.,~G)“, then II is irreducible and the map 
Res: x x U + 71 is a continuous open surjection of (A x,, H G) /r onto A. The 
dualactionof(G/H)^ on(Ax.,,G)^  isgivenbyy.(xxU)=n:xyU,and 
for ~xUE(AX.,~G)“, we have 
Proof We begin as in the proof of [24, Proposition 2.11. If 
TTxUE(AX,,~G)“, then because A is type Z we can choose unitary 
operators I’, E x(A)” which implement CI, in the representation rc. It follows 
from the covariance of (n, U) that V: U, E x(A)‘. Suppose that P belongs to 
the centre z(A)” n x(A)’ of n(A)“. Then for each t E G, 
pu,=pv,v:u,= V,P(VjrU,)= v,v:u,p=u,p, 
so that P commutes with the range of U as well as the range of rc, and 
hence belongs to ((11 x U)(A xzIH G))’ = Cl. We deduce that 71 is a factor 
representation, type Z since A is, and can therefore be realised as p 0 1 
acting on HP@ 2 for some p EA. Now the assumption on a ensures the 
existence of a unitary representation W: G + @(zp) which implements c( in 
the representation p and furthermore satisfies W, = p(&) for every h E H. 
So (W,@ l)* U, belongs to n(A)‘= 1 @B(X) and hence has the form 
1 @ Y,. The condition W, @ 1 E (1 @B(X)) implies that Y is a representa- 
tion of G, and as (n, U) = (p @ 1, W&I Y) is irreducible, Y must be too. 
Using now that p($,,) = W, and z(&) = U,, we further see that for h E H 
Yh=(Wh@1)*Uh=(P(&)@1)*7r(.ah)= 1, 
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so Y is really a representation of G/H. But G/H is abelian, so 2 must be 
one-dimensional and rc = p is irreducible. 
We therefore have a well-defined restriction map Res: (A x,, H G) h + A, 
as claimed. It is surjective because CI is pointwise unitary relative to 4 and 
continuous because restriction always is [ 12, Proposition 91. That Res is 
open follows from a theorem of Williams [32, Theorem 2.11; it is easy to 
see that the map /I he constructs agrees with our restriction map. To see 
that the dual action has the required property is also easy: 
for f~ C,(G, A, 9). Finally, suppose both (rc, U) and (rc, V) are irreducible 
representations of (A, G) preserving 9. The irreducibility of x implies that 
each U, is a multiple y(s) V, of V,, and an easy calculation shows y E G’; 
in fact y E HI because both U and V preserve .a and hence agree on H. 
Thus Res - ’ { rr } has the required form, and this completes the proof of 
Proposition 1.2. 
Our next goal is to prove that (A xX,” G) A is Hausdorff when G/H is 
discrete. For this we shall not need the next two results in their full 
generality, but they may be of some independent interest; they generalise, 
respectively, [25, Theorem 0.11; 29, Corollary 2.21 to H-inner actions. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let (A, G, ct, 9) be a separable H-inner system in 
which A is a continuous-trace algebra with spectrum X, and suppose 1 is an 
action of G/H on A such that CI 0 2’ consists of inner automorphisms. 
Give the unitary group U&(A) the Bore1 structure generated by the strict 
topology. Then there is a Bore1 map u: G -+ Ud(A) such that 
(i) Adu,=a,oL,‘for SEC; 
(ii) u,,=.%juu, for hEH, SEC. 
Give C(X, T) the Bore1 structure it inherits as a subgroup of U&(A) and the 
G-structure induced by the action CL on X= A; note that since u 1 H = Ad 9 
consists of inner automorphisms, H acts trivially on X. The cocycle 
o E Z’(G, C(X, T)) defined by 
(iii) wb, t)u,, = u.A(u,) 
is constant on H-cosets, and its class in H2(G/H, C(X, T)) vanishes if and 
only if there is a continuous map w: G + UA(A) such that w In = 9, 
Ad w = cl0 A-‘, and w,, = w,~,~(w,). 
Proof The map ao A-‘: G -+ Inn A is continuous for the quotient 
Polish topology on Inn A = U.k(A)/C(X, T) by [25, Corollary 0.23, and 
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UJ%‘(A) + UM(A)/C(X, T) has a Bore1 section, so we can find a Bore1 map 
u: G + U&!(A) such that Ad v = a 0 I”/‘. We fix a Bore1 section c: G/H -+ G 
and define 
Note that since HE ker A, L,Y = AcfHsj and 
so (i) holds. Condition (ii) is easy to check since c(Hhs) = c(Hs). The 
map o defined by (iii) is certainly Bore1 and takes values in 
C(X, T)=ZUJl(A); it is a cocycle by the usual argument using the 
associative law in G. For h, k E H we have 
so o E Z2(G/H, C(X, T)). If we have a crossed homomorphism (1-cocycle) 
w:G+UM(A) with Adw=aoI-‘, then in particular Ad w  = Ad u, so 
there is a Bore1 map d: G -+ C(X, T) such that dsw, = u,, and we get 
o(s, t) = d,d,d,*,. Further, if h E H then 
dhS = w&,~ = (&w,)* (Yju,) = w,* u, = d,, 
so d is constant on H cosets and w  = 0 in H’(G/H, C(X, T)). Conversely, 
if w(s, t) = d,d,d: for some Bore1 d: G/H + C(X, T), then w, = dS* u, is a 
Bore1 map with the right properties which is automatically continuous 
since U&(A) is Polish. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let (A, G, a, 9) be a separable H-inner system with A 
continuous-trace and a pointwise unitary relative to 9. Suppose that 
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H2(G/H, T) is Hausdorff and that (G/H),, = (G/H)/[G/H, G/H] is com- 
pactly generated. Then c( is locally unitary relative to 9. 
Remark. Both hypotheses on G/H are satisfied if G/H is compactly 
generated and abelian [ 18, Theorem 71. For other conditions which imply 
these hypotheses, see the statement of [29, Theorem 2.11. 
Proof: We follow the proof of [29, Corollary 2.21. This is a local 
problem, so we may as well suppose that X= a is compact. We write 8,” for 
the representation of A corresponding to y E X. The automorphisms a, all 
fix the spectrum and a In consists of inner automorphisms, and composing 
with the quotient map therefore gives a continuous homomorphism of G/H 
into the discrete abelian group Aut,(,) A/Inn A 4 H’(X, Z). It follows that 
by shrinking X we can suppose that c1 consists of inner automorphisms 
(this uses the compact generation of G/H). If we now take u and o as 
in the previous proposition, with 2 trivial, and evaluate them at a point 
y in I’, we see that n)( ., .)(y) E Z*(GlH, T) is the Mackey obstruction 
to implementing CI in the representation sy by a unitary representation 
cy 0~‘. The pointwise unitary hypothesis therefore says precisely that the 
class of each o( ., .)(y) in H’(G/H, T) is O-in other words, 
[w] E H2(G/H, C(X, T)) is pointwise trivial in the sense of [29, 
Theorem2.11. By that theorem, therefore, each point x in X has a 
neighbourhood M such that the restriction of o to C(M, T) is trivial in 
H’(G/H, C(M, T)), By Proposition 1.3, [o IC(M,TI] is the only obstruction 
to implementing tl IA ,u by a unitary group extending 3, and c( is therefore 
locally unitary relative to 9. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let (A, G, ~1, 9) h e a separable H-inner C*-dynamical 
system with G abelian, G/H discrete, A continuous-trace and c1 pointwise 
unitary relative to .f. Then (A x,, H G) A is HausdorfJ 
Proof: Since Res = (A x,, H G) A + k is continuous and a is Hausdorff 
it will suffice to show that if 7c1, rc2 E (A xX,,., G) A satisfy Res ?I~ = Res rc2, 
711 f 712, then rcI and rc2 have disjoint neighbourhoods in (A x,,~ G) h 
Since this property is local in A and unchanged by stabilizing, we may as 
well suppose that A = C(X, X) with X compact. Let E, = Res n, = Res n2 
and suppose u: G -+ @(xX) implements o! in the representation E, and 
satisfies u IH= 9( .)(x). Then by Proposition 1.2 there exist y;~ H’ such 
that 7~, - E, x yiu. We shall from now on identify 7ci = E, x yiu. As we are 
assuming rcl # rc2, we get y1 # y2 and so we can find disjoint open sets F, 
and F2 in (G/H) A E H’ such that yio F,. We may as well take each F, to 
be a basic set in G/H, i.e., there are K, compact ( =tinite in G/H) and E, > 0, 
such that 
F, = {XE (G/H)^ 1 (x(s)- y,(s)J <E, VSE K}. 
580!93;2-4 
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We may further suppose E, = s2 = E < $, and 
K,=K,={g,H ,..., g,H}=K, 
where g,, g,, . . . . g, lie in distinct H cosets in G. Let N, be the subgroup of 
G/H generated by K, and let N be its inverse image in G. By Proposi- 
tion 1.7 there is a neighbourhood A4 of x and a strictly continuous 
homomorphism n: N -+ C(M, Q(X)) such that 
Q(Y) =9(h)(Y) VhEH, VyczEM 
a,(a) Y = dYMYMY)* ‘dye M, ‘4s~ H. 
Without loss of generality we may assume M to be compact and replace A 
by C(M, X). We now choose a unit vector 5 in 2, and define uj in A by 
q(y) = 5 @ng,(vK 
Now define f,: G + A by 
l,(g)={;.l(h)-’ if gEgjH, g=hgj 
if g$g,H. 
Then for k E H we have 
if kgEgjH, kg=h,gj 
if kg $gjH 
u,Y(kh)-’ if gegjH, g=hg, = 
0 if g4gjH 
= u.j.Y(h)-19(k)p’ 
i 
if gegjH, g=hg, 
0 if g#g,H 
=hk)-a(W’ 
so each fin C,(G, A, 3) (as in [12, p. 1971). We extend g,, . . . . g, to a 
(countable) set (g,) of coset representatives for G/H. For any covariant 
representation 7c x v of (A, G, LX) which preserves the twist Y, and any f in 
C,(G, A, Y), the function SH n(f(s))u, from G to A is constant on H 
cosets, and the corresponding representation of A x,, H G is given by 
(n x u)(f) = jGjH 4f(s))v, ds = c4fkj))Ug,. 
i 
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In particular, for 1 <j < J we have 
We define 
C&v' v)(J;)=Cfj(gk)(Y)Ugk=fJ(gj)(y)vg, 
k 
=qwvg,= (50ng,b45) vg,. (*) 
Mj= &yXvE(AX,,H 1 G) I^y~Mand3v~X, IIvII=l, 
suchthatI((&~“xt’)(fi)vIv)-((7[i(fi)5l5))1<Cforld~dJ . 
4 1 
Then Mi is a basic open neighbourhood of xi in Res-‘(M). Now suppose 
E~~,xvEM,~M,, and vi, v2 are the corresponding unit vectors such that 
((8, x u)(fj)vil v,) is close to (ni(fi)5 I<). Then from (*) above, 
~~EyXu~~fj~VilVi~~~~5~n~,~~~S~o~,vilvi~ 
= (Q,Vil ~g,(YM5 I Vi). 
Since u I,,, and n(y) both implement CI IN in the representation E), of 
C(M, X), there is a y in I\j such that v I,,, = y(y). Further 
so y E HI. Then 
and 
Cni(fi)5 15) = (l&x x Yi”)(J;)t 15) 
= (tOng,(x)5Yi(gj)ug,5 I t) 
=Y,(gj)(“,SIn,(x)5)(51~). 
As before, n(x) and u I ,,, both implement c( IN in the representation E.~, and 
both (E,, n(x)) and (E,, u I,,,) respect 9, so there is a A in H’ n fl such that 
in(x) = u IN, and then 
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We therefore have 
lY~~j~I~51vi~12~Yi~~j~~~~j~l <E 
3 
for 1 <j<J, i= 1,2. (**) 
LEMMA 1.6. 
Iz-WI <Jza. 
Suppose YE [0, 11, Iz( = IwI = 1, and IZY - WI < 6 < 1. Then 
Proof. That Izr - WI < 6 says that the distance from w  to the ray 
[0, l]z is less than 6. Call the actual distance c, then c < 6. Now 
Iz-WI =j c2 + (1 - dm))’ 
= c2+1+1-c*-2$3 
=-$JQTT. 
But c2 - (1 - JD) = JD - (1 - c*) 3 0 for c < 1, hence 
ci- 1 - 1 -c < c, so Iz - WI 6 $2 c < fi 6, as required. 
Returning to the proof of Proposition 1.5, we see that from the lemma 
and (**) we deduce that 
lY(LTj)-Yi(gj)4gj)l Cc for l<j<J and i=l,2, 
which says that 
I(Yx)(gj) - Yi(gj)l < & for l<j<J and i=l,2. 
The character yX extends to a character x of G which belongs to HI since 
both y and 1 do. Then x belongs to I;, n F2 = 52(, a contradiction. Hence no 
such E, x u as assumed exists in M, n M,, and we conclude that M, and 
M2 are disjoint. 
THEOREM 1.7. Suppose (A, G, a) is a separable dynamical system with A 
continuous-trace, G abelian, and a pointwise unitary. Then (A x, G) A is 
Hausdorff, the dual action of G on (A x, G) A is free and proper, and the 
restriction map Res of Proposition 1.2 induces a homeomorphism of 
(A x, G)"/C? onto a. 
Let H be a compactly generated subgroup of G such that G/H is discrete, 
and recall that we can decompose A x, G as a restricted crossed product 
(A x oL H) xB, H G, where, because G is abelian, 
BJf Wd = aAf(hN for f l C,(G, A, 9). 
The results of [24, 261 show that A x, H is a continuous-trace algebra, and 
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we aim to apply Proposition 1.5 to the H-inner system (A x, H, G, p). To 
make this work we need two simple lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.8. Suppose CC: G --) Aut A is pointwise unitary and H is central 
in G. Then j3: G + Aut(A x, H) is pointwise unitary. 
Proof: Let 7~ x VE (A x, H)“; note that rt is irreducible by Proposi- 
tion 1.2. Let U: G -+ U(Xt) be a representation which implements tl in the 
representation rt. Since Ad U IH = Ad V, there exists y E I? with V = yU 1 H, 
and because H is central 
U,*V,=U,*y(h)U,=y(h)U,-l,,=y(h)U,,-,=V/,U:. 
Thus 
71 x W,(f)) = /4as(f(h))) VA dh 
= us ~~WW’~d~ ( u,* (since U,* Vh = V, Ug ) 
= us71 x V(f) u,*, 
and U implements /? in the representation rc x V. 
LEMMA 1.9. Suppose G is a locally compact group acting freely on a 
locally compact Hausdorff space P, and H is a closed normal subgroup of G. 
If H acts properly on P and G/H acts properly on H\ P, then G acts properly 
on P. 
Remark. Since H acts properly on P, H\P is a locally compact 
Hausdorff space [21], and G/H acts freely on H\ P, so it makes sense to 
assert that G/H acts properly. 
Prooj Let K be a compact subset of P: we have to show that 
(SE G: sKn K# a} is relatively compact in G. Let K, be the (compact) 
image of K in H\ P, and let L, be a compact set in G/H such that 
{sH:(sH.K,)nK,=(Zi}_cL,. (1) 
Let L, be a compact subset of G such that L,/H? L,: we may as well 
assume L, is symmetric. We now set K2 = Lz. K, so K2 is compact in P, 
and choose a compact set L, in H such that 
(tEH:tKznKz#0}zL3. (2) 
Now suppose s E G and sKn K # 0; say k E K satisfies sk E K. Then 
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(sH)(Hk)=HskeK,, so (sH)K,nK,#@ and ~HEL, by (1). Thus we 
can find t E L2 such that tH = sH. Then t -‘s E H and 
tt’sk= tt’s.e.kEtt’sK2, t-‘skEt-‘KELa.K=KZ, 
so tt’sK,nK,#@. Thus by (2) we have tt’sEL,, SEL,SL,L,. We 
have now shown 
which is a compact subset of G, and this is what we wanted. 
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Let H be a compactly generated subgroup of G 
such that G/H is discrete-for example, let K be a compact neighbourhood 
of e and take H = lJ,“= i K”. By [29, Corollary 2.21, c( ) H is locally unitary, 
and Res: (Ax, H)  ^ +A is a locally trivial &bundle such that 
A x, HE Res* A [24, Theorem 2.2; 26, Proposition 1.51. In particular, 
A x, H has continuous trace. The canonical map 9 of H into M(A x, H) 
is a twisting map for b, and there is an isomorphism of A x, G onto 
(A x, H) xB, H G such that the induced homeomorphism on spectra carries 
n x U E (A x, G) A into (rc x U 1 H) x U. (To see this, one can either chase 
through Green’s construction of the isomorphism on p. 198 of [12], or 
verify that (A x, H) xp,n G has the universal property which characterises 
A x, G [20, Section 51.) The action /I of G is pointwise unitary by 
Lemma 1.8, hence also pointwise unitary relative to 9 by Lemma 1.1. 
We can therefore apply Proposition 1.5 to deduce that (A x, G)” = 
((A x, H) xplH G)” is Hausdorff, and that 
induces a homeomorphism of (A x, G) “/Hi onto (A x, H) “; notice that 
Res also converts the dual action of y E G into the dual action of y 1 H~ fi. 
Since (A x, H)” is a locally trivial H-bundle, the action of fi on 
(A x, H) h is in particular proper and hence so is the action of G/H’ on 
(A x, G) A/Hi. The subgroup HI is compact, being the dual of the discrete 
group G/H, and therefore always acts properly. Thus Lemma 1.9 implies 
that the action of G on (A x, G) h is proper; it is free by Proposition 1.2, 
so this proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 1.10. Let (A, G, c() be a separable dynamical system with G 
abelian, c1 pointwise unitary and A a continuous-trace algebra with spectrum 
X. Let Res: (A x, G)” +X denote the restriction map and let 7 denote the 
action of G on C,((A x, G)“) induced by the dual action on (A x, G)^ . We 
denote by iA the canonical embedding of A in M(A x, G), and view 
C,( (A x, G) A ) as a subalgebra of ZM(A x, G), courtesy of the Dauns 
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Hofmann theorem. Then the map Y(f Q a) =fiA(a) induces an isomorphism 
of the pull-back 
Res* A = C,((A x, G)“)Occx, A 
onto A x, G, which carries the action Res*(id) = z @c.Cx, id into the dual 
action of (2. 
Proof: We shall in fact construct the inverse @ of Y-it is a bit messier 
to write down, but easier to work with. We view A as the algebra T,(E) 
of sections of the C*-bundle over X = a with tibre E, = A/ker E,; we write 
a(x) for the image of aE A in E,, and e, for the homomorphism a --t a(x). 
For each irreducible representation rr x V of A x 5( G, there is a unique x E X 
such that II NE,, and a unique strictly continuous homomorphism 
U: G + UM(E,) such that 7c x V- E, x U-to see this, just observe that rc 
induces an isomorphism rc, of E, onto %Y(xz), and we can take U to be 
the homomorphism rc ;- ’ 0 V. The pull-back algebra Res* A is canonically 
isomorphic to T,(Res* E) [26, Proposition 1.31, and we shall try to define 
@: A x, G + T,(Res* E) by 
@(z)( 71 x V) = E, x U(z), where E,X Umrrx V. 
Note that there are at least two problems here: it is not clear that Q(z) is 
a continuous section nor that it vanishes at infinity. However, if we can 
establish these two facts, then @ will automatically be an isometry, and 
hence extend to an isomorphism of A x, G into r,. Once we have shown 
it is onto, it extends to an isomorphism of multiplier algebras; it is then a 
left inverse for the map Y in the statement of the theorem, which is there- 
fore also an isomorphism. 
To begin with, then, we have to show that @ takes values in T,,(Res* E). 
As a Banach space, T,(Res* E) is spanned by sections of the form 
f.a:c,Kx U+f(E,x U)a(x) for fEC,((A x, G)“), aEr,,(E). 
Thus to see that Q(z) is a continuous section, it is enough to show that, 
for any z E C,.(G, A) of the form 4 0 a E C,(G) 0 A, we can approximate 
dj(# 0 a) locally uniformly by a linear combination of sections of the form 
f. a. Since the sections of compact support are dense in A, we may as well 
suppose a E T,(E). Then at least @(#@a) has support contained in 
Ress’(supp a), so that the question of whether cP($ @a) vanishes at 
infinity is also local in X. Let H be the subgroup of G generated by supp 4; 
since H is compactly generated, CL 1H is locally unitary [29, Corollary 2.21. 
As our current problems are local in X, we may suppose that a lH is 
implemented by a strictly continuous homomorphism U: G -+ UM(A). 
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Now let E > 0. We shall show that, under the above assumption, 
(4 Cnx VE (A xx W’: PWO I( x a rc x V)il b E] is relatively compact 
(b) there exists Cfj@bi~Ch((A x, G)“)@A such that 
II 
-yf,@bi-@(@u) 
Together, these show @(q5 0 a) E f,(Res* E). 
Choose a finite open cover { iVi} of supp 4, ri E Nj, such that 
II% - wll < 42 11~11 m /4SUPP 9) for t-EN;, 
and let (pi} be a partition of unity subordinate to {Ni}. Provided 4 is not 
identically zero-in which case (a) and (b) are trivially true--H is an open 
subgroup of G. The Haar measure on G therefore restricts to Haar measure 
on H and we have 
For any (x,y)EXxfiwe have 
II &,XYU(X)(~Ou)-C(~PiIH)A (Y-%%,)(x) <E/2. I II (1) 
Since a has compact support and each (q+pj I H) h vanishes at infinity, 
(2) 
is relatively compact in Xx i?. But by [24, Theorem 2.21, the map 
(x, y) + E, x yu(x) is a homeomorphism of TX Z? onto (A x, H) A, and it 
follows from (1) and (2) that 
{xx UE(AX, H)“: llnx U(#@u)ll 2~) (3) 
is relatively compact in (A x, H) A. Since H is open in G, G/H is discrete 
and HI = (G 1 H) h is compact. The map rc x V+ rc x V( H is just the restric- 
tion map 
Res: (A x, G)” = ((A x, H) xBIH G)” + (A x, H)” 
(see the proof of the previous theorem), which by Proposition 1.5 induces 
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a homeomorphism of (A x, G)“/H’ onto (A x, H)^-in particular, Res is 
proper. Thus (3) implies (a). To establish (b), we observe that 
(A x,G)” -+Xxii +(Ax~H)~-,@+C 
&,X U-&,X UIH 
= 8.x x YU(X) --, (x3 Y) -‘Y -+(4PilH)A (Y) 
is a composition of continuous functions, and hence defines a continuous 
function f, E C,((A x, G) h ). Since u,, E M(A), 6, = au, E A and (1) also 
implies (b). 
We have now established that @ is an isometric isomorphism of A x, G 
into T,(Res* E) 2 Res* A. It is easy to check that @ converts the action of 
C,((A x, G) A ) on A x, G into the natural action on Res* A, and hence to 
prove @ is onto, it is enough to show that for each F, x UE (A x, G) Ir, the 
set 
(@(z)(E, x U): z E A x, G} 
is dense in the fibre E, over E,~ x U. But routine calculations show that if 
4 E C,.(G) is a positive function with 14 = 1 and support near the identity, 
then @(d @a)(~, x U) is near a(x) in E,. Thus @ is surjective, and, as we 
observed earlier, this proves that Y is an isomorphism. Finally, for y E G we 
have 
@(Oi;,(Z))(&., x U) = &., x U(oi,(z)) 
=ErXy-‘U(z) 
= @(z)(y-’ ‘(C, x U)) 
= Res*(id),(@(z))(s, x U), 
and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.10. 
COROLLARY 1.11. Suppose CY and p are two pointwise unitary actions of 
an abelian group on a continuous-trace algebra A. Then the &spaces 
Res,:(Ax,G)“--+A ,^ ResB: (A xp G)A -+ A 
are isomorphic if and only $ CI is exterior equivalent to B. 
Proof: If U: G -+ UM(A) is an a 1-cocycle such that b = Ad u 0 a, then 
@(z)(s) = z(s)u,* extends to an isomorphism of A x, G onto A xg G which 
intertwines the dual actions; in particular, the spectra are G-isomorphic. 
Conversely, suppose there is a G-equivariant homeomorphism h of 
(Ax,G)” onto (A xB G)” such that Respo h = Res,. Then h induces 
isomorphisms 
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~*:C,((AX,G)~)+C,((AX,G)~) 
h*@id: Res;A =C,((A x,G)“)@~(~, A-+Res,* A 
which respect the actions r and Res*(id) = r @ id of G by translation. Com- 
posing with the isomorphisms Y%, Y0 of the theorem gives an isomorphism 
0=Y’,~(h*@id)~yl,~‘:A~,~G-+Ax~G 
which carries fl into 8. Further, Yu,( 10 a) = i,(a), and hence 
@(i,(a)) = i,,,(a) for UE A. It therefore follows from [23, Theorem 353 (or 
[25, Theorem 0.101) that CI and /? are exterior equivalent. 
Remark. This proof of Corollary 1 .l 1 is completely different from the 
one given in [24, Proposition 2.51 for the locally unitary case. 
We have now seen that a pointwise unitary action of G is determined up 
to exterior equivalence by the G-space (A x, G) A. We shall now show that, 
if A is stable, every free and proper G-space E with E/G = A arises this way, 
so that studying pointwise unitary actions of G on A up to exterior equiv- 
alence is equivalent to studying free and proper G-spaces with orbit space 
2 up to G-isomorphism. The idea of the proof is easy: given such a space 
E, the crossed product C,,(E) x G is stably isomorphic to C,(E/G, X) 
by a theorem of Green. Thus if TV is the dual action of G = 6, then by 
duality 
and ct has the required properties for A = C,(E/e, X). For an arbitrary 
stable A, we write A = A @X = ABC(~) C,,(A, X) and take our action 
to be id@cc. The details of this construction were actually worked out in 
[ 15, Section 61 for the nonabelian case; however, we have noticed that 
coactions are not widely popular, so we shall also give a self-contained 
proof along the lines of [24, Section 31. We shall need the following simple 
topological lemma: 
LEMMA 1.12. Let q: E + X, p: F+ Y be the orbit maps for two free, 
proper actions of a locally compact group G, and suppose 4: E -+ F is a 
continuous G-equivuriunt surjection which induces a homeomorphism $ of X 
onto Y. Then 4 is a homeomorphism. 
ProoJ: Suppose that qr + q in F: we want to show there is a subnet 
such that d-‘(r],,) -+&l(y) in E. The continuity of p and I+~’ imply that 
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Since q is open, we can, by passing to a subnet, suppose there is a net {t, > 
in E such that q({,)=q(&‘(nor)) and r, -+qr-i(q). Let g,EG satisfy 
g, .t, = &‘(qol). Then, on the one hand, we have 
and on the other, we have 
gx .d(<,) = $k, 4,) = Yx -+ rl. 
If N is a compact neighbourhood of r, then eventually g, belongs to 
{gEG: gNnZV#QI), h’ h w  ic is relatively compact in G. Thus by passing to 
another subnet, we may suppose g, -+g. Then g,o qQ[,) -+ g q, and the 
freeness of the action forces g = e. We therefore have 
which is what we wanted. 
PROPOSITION 1.13. Suppose A is a separable stable continuous-trace 
F-algebra with spectrum X, and q: E + X is the orbit map for a free and 
proper action of a separable locally compact abelian group G. Then there is 
a pointwise unitary action c1 of 6 on A and a G-equivariant homeomorphism 
h of (A x, G) h onto E such that Res = q 0 h. 
Proof: We start with the dual action /I of G on C,(E) x G. As in [24, 
Lemma 3.31 the map 5 + Ind E< induces a homeomorphism $ of E/G onto 
B. We can realise Ind sg concretely on L2(G) via 
[Inds&z)x](s)=~~z(t,s.~)x(t-‘3) dt 
for z E C,.(G x E), x E L’(G). 
If we define U: G-+ U(L2(G)) by U,x(s)=y(s)x(s), then (Ind .Q, U) is 
covariant, and B is therefore pointwise unitary. As in [24, top of p. 23!], 
the map < + (Ind se) x U is a continuous bijection q5 of E onto (B x,{ G) A 
such that 
E L-,(Bx&)/\ 
4 I RfZS I 
 ^
EIG LB 
commutes; by Lemma 1.12, 4 is a homeomorphism. By Green’s theorem 
[ll, Theorem 141, C,(E) x G is the separable C*-algebra defined by a con- 
tinuous field SF’ of Hilbert spaces over X = E/G, and then (C,(E) x G) 0 x 
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is naturally C(X)-isomorphic to the C*-algebra defined by J? 0 (Xx H). 
But I?‘@ (Xx H) is locally trivial by [4], hence trivial [5] and 
(C,(E) x G)O x is C,(X) isomorphic to C,(X, Z). Let y be the action on 
C,,(X, ,X) corresponding to /? 0 id on (C,(E) x G) @ xx: it is then pointwise 
unitary with spectrum G-isomorphic to E. 
To finish off. write 
A~AAO~AAO.,,,C,(X,X) (C,(X)-isomorphisms), 
and take a to be the action on A corresponding to iday. Then 
A Xm @g (A @C(X) C,(X, x)) Xid@y Gg A @C(X) (C,(X, XI Xy 61, 
which has spectrum G-isomorphic to (C,(X, ,X) x G)” and hence to E. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 1.13. 
We have now finished the proof of our main theorem: part (1) is 
established in Proposition 1.2, part (2) in Theorem 1.7 and Corollary 1.11, 
part (3) in Theorem 1.10, and part (4) in Proposition 1.13. 
2. GENERALISATIONS 
(a) Actions Which Are Pointwise Unitary on a Subgroup 
After one understands automorphism groups ~1: G + Aut A which act 
trivially on A, an obvious next step is to look at ones for which the action 
on a has a constant stabiliser H. Such actions were analyzed in [25, 
Section 23 under the hypotheses that ~11 H is locally unitary and a + a/G 
locally trivial, and this had some surprising consequences (see [25, 
Section 43). With the results we have obtained, it is quite easy to relax 
both these hypotheses. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let CI be an action of a locally compact abelian group 
G on a continuous-trace C*-algebra A, and suppose that the induced action 
of G on A has constant isotropy group H. Zf c1 IH is pointwise unitary and 
G/H acts properly on A, then we have a commutative diamond of locally 
compact Hausdorff spaces 
(AxaH)” 
(A x, WA 
\ AA 
A/G 
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in which Res and q are the orbit maps,for free, proper actions of fi and Ind 
and p are the orbit maps for .free, proper actions of G/H. 
Proof: The existence of the analogous commutative diamond of primi- 
tive ideal spaces is established in [25, Proposition 2.11, and the argument 
used at the beginning of the proof of [25, Theorem 2.23 shows that under 
our hypotheses all the algebras are type Z, so we can replace primitive ideal 
spaces by spectra. We have already seen that (A x, H) A is a locally com- 
pact Hausdorff space on which fi acts freely and properly with orbit space 
A^. The action /I: G + Aut A x I H given by /?,(f)(t) = a,J f (t)) induces a free 
action of G/H on (A x, H)^, which commutes with the dual action of Z? 
and is converted by the restriction map Res into the given action on 2. To 
see this action of G/H on (A x, H) A is proper, it is enough to show that 
if si.xi+y and xi-+x in (Ax, H)“, then (s,}EG/H has a convergent 
subnet. But Res is continuous, so 
(sj( Res x,), xi) = ( Res(si x,), Res xi) + (Res y, Res x), 
and the properness of a as a G/H-space gives the required subnet. To see 
that the dual action of G/H’ = Z? on (A x, G) h is proper, we can use the 
argument in the second paragraph of the proof of [27, Theorem 6.31 essen- 
tially verbatim. Finally, that Ind and p induce homeomorphisms of the 
orbit spaces (A x, H)“/G, (A x, G)A/Z? onto (A x, G)^, a/G are proved 
in [25, Proposition 2.11 and [9, Corollary 2.51, respectively. 
Concluding Remark. It is tempting to wonder whether there is a version 
of this result for actions with continuously varying stabilisers, along the 
lines of [27, Theorem 6.31 but without the “locally unitary” hypothesis; in 
particular, is the spectrum of the stabiliser algebra A x, 9 of [27] always 
Hausdorff? Our present methods rely heavily on the result of Rosenberg 
which guarantees that pointwise unitary actions of compactly generated 
groups are locally unitary. So far, however, we only have an analogue of 
this in the case of varying stabilisers when locally they are all isomorphic 
to a fixed compactly generated subgroup [27, Proposition 5.53. Although 
the examples in [27] show that this does happen quite often, this means 
that any extension of Corollary 3.1 obtained using our present methods will 
require some fairly clumsy-looking hypotheses. It could be interesting, 
therefore, to find a non-structure-theoretic proof of our main result. 
(b) Pointwise Unitary Twisted Actions 
Let (~1, u) be a twisted action of G on A in the sense of [20]. We shall 
say (a, u) is pointwise unitary if for each rc E A^ there is a Bore1 map 
U: G -+ U(H,) such that (rr, U) is a covariant representation of (A, G, ~1, u) 
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(see [20 Definition 2.3]), in which case we say U implements (CI, ~1 in the 
representation rc. Similarly, (a, U) is Zocally unitary if for each n E A, there 
is a strictly Bore1 map w: G -+ UM(A) such that (p, p 0 w) is a covariant 
representation for p in some neighbourhood of rt in A^. Our present aim is 
to extend our earlier results on pointwise unitary actions to twisted actions 
using the stabilisation trick of [20, Section 31. We shall need the following: 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose G is abelian. Then there is an action oi of e on 
A xa+ G (called the dual action) such that 
&(iAa)k(z)) = iAa)k(P) for UEA, ZELI(G). 
Proof: Write B = A x Ix,u G, and define j, : G + UM(B) by j,(s) = 
y(s)&(s). We claim that the triple (B, i,, j,) is also a crossed product for 
(A, G, a, u). First of all, it is easy to check that (iA, j,) is covariant. Next, 
observe that (rc, y U) is covariant if (71, U) is, and 
(n x Y U) ojy/(s) = Y(S)(YU)(S) = us, 
so condition (b) of [20, Deliniton 2.41 holds. To check condition (c) just 
note that 
i, x j,(z) = 
s 
i,(z(s))y(s)i,(s) ds = i, x i,Jjjz), 
G 
and that z + yz is an isometry of L’(G, A) onto itself. Therefore by the 
uniqueness of the crossed product [20, Proposition 2.71 there is an 
automorphism 6, of B which does the required things to generators. 
Finally, if z E L’(G, A) we have 
oi,(i, x &(z)) = i, x iJ?z), 
and the continuity of oi follows from the continuity of the map 
y -+ yz: e + L’(G, A). 
Suppose (CI, U) is a twisted action of G on A. According to [20, 
Theorem 3.43, the twisted action (IX @id, u @ 1) of G on A @ X is exterior 
equivalent to a genuine action B of A 0-X; say u: G + UM(A 0 X) is the 
(a, u)-cocycle such that /I = Ad o 0 (CI @ id). It follows from [ZO, Lemma 3.31 
that if (rr, U) is a covariant representation of (A, G, ~1, U) then (7~0 id, 
n @ id( u)( U @ 1)) is a covariant representation of (A @ X, G, 8); since 
(AOX)” = {nOid: rr CA}, 
this shows that /I is pointwise unitary if (a, U) is. Similarly, if 
w: G + UM(A) implements (a, U) near 7c E A^, then s H u,(w,O 1) 
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implements p near rr @ id E (A OX) “, so /I is locally unitary if (a, U) is. By 
[20, Lemma 3.31, the exterior equivalence induces an isomorphism 
satisfying 
~(i,(a)Ql)=i,,.,(aQl) 
qqi,(s)Q 1) = iA@X(U.F)k(s). 
(*I 
This in turn induces a homeomorphism 4 of (A x,,, G) A = 
((A xx,, G)OX)” onto ((A@X)xI,G)” such that 
&n.xU)=(n@id)x(n@id(u)(U@l)). 
Now suppose G is abelian, (a, U) is pointwise unitary (so that fl is too), 
and A has continuous trace. Then a representation rc x U of A x,,, G is 
irreducible iff (7tOid) x (rc@id(a)UQ 1) is irreducible, hence by Proposi- 
tion 1.2 iff rc@ id is irreducible, hence iff rr is irreducible. Thus we have a 
well-defined restriction map Res: (A x,,, G)” -+ a such that 
(A x,,u (3” ’ b ((A@Y)x,G)^ 
commutes. It follows easily from (*) that 4 intertwines the dual actions of 
6, and 6 therefore becomes an isomorphism of G-spaces. We can therefore 
read off information about the G-space (A x,,, G) A from Theorem 1.10. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose (A, G, ~1, u) is a separable twisted dynamical 
system with G abelian, A continuous trace and (c(, u) pointwise unitary. Then 
a representation 71 x U of A x,,, G is irreducible ijjf 7c is irreducible, and the 
resulting restriction map Res: (A x,,, G) A -+ A is a continuous open surjec- 
tion. The spectrum (A x a,u G)^ is a locally compact Hausdorff space, the 
dual action of G on (A x,,, G) A is free and proper, and Res induces a 
homeomorphism of the orbit space (A x,,, G) /^G onto A. Further, A x,,, G 
is a continuous-trace algebra with 6(A x oL,u G) = Res* 6(A). 
Remarks. (1) Presumably we still have A x,,, G z Res* A, but 
because our present methods involve stabilisation this would require 
more work. We shall not need this here, since for our application to the 
group algebra C*(G) we are primarily interested in the topology on the 
spectrum G. 
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(2) Every restricted crossed product A x a, NG of Green is isomorphic 
to a twisted crossed product A x,,, G/N [20, Section 53, and it is trivial to 
verify that if the action of G is pointwise unitary relative to the twist 9, 
then the corresponding twisted action (a, U) is pointwise unitary. Hence we 
can apply this result directly to Green’s algebras. 
(c) Pointwise Unitary Actions on Algebras with Hausdorff Spectrum 
The results of [24, 261 show that our main theorem holds also for 
locally unitary actions on C*-algebras with Hausdorff spectrum, whereas 
we have insisted throughout that our C*-algebras have continuous trace. 
Now we have certainly used this hypothesis repeatedly-in particular, 
every time we used Rosenberg’s result [29, Corollary 2.23, which is not 
valid even for actions of Z if the algebra does not have continuous trace 
(see the example below). It is natural to wonder, however, if this hypothesis 
is really necessary or just a limitation of our present methods. The follow- 
ing example shows that it is indeed necessary. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let A= {aEC([O, l],M,(C)): a(O)ECl}, W=(h -y). 
We define an automorphism 4 of A by 4(a)(x) = Wa(x) W*, and take 
CI: Z + Aut A to be the group generated by 4 = CI,. Then a is pointwise 
unitary and A has Hausdorff spectrum [0, 11, but (A x, Z)A is not 
Hausdorff. 
Proof. Let E, denote the irreducible representation a + a(r) of A. Then 
a is implemented in the representation E,, for r > 0, by the unitary represen- 
tation U : n + W”, and in s0 by the trivial representation of Z. Thus, if yz 
denotes the character n --f zn of Z, we can describe (A x oL Z) h setwise as 
We claim that sr,,, x U converges to both E,, x y1 and s0 x y-r in (A x, Z) “. 
To see this, it will be enough to show that every subbasic neighbourhood 
of Ed x y + 1 eventually contains slin x U; since C,(Z, A) is dense in A x Z 
and every function in C,(Z, A) is a sum of elements of the form 6,a for 
m E Z, a E A, we need only consider neighbourhoods of the form 
for j= + 1. Choose n large enough to ensure Ila( l/n) - a(O)11 < E, so that, 
in particular, the diagonal entries a( l/n),, , a( l/n)zz both differ from the 
complex number a(0) by less than E. Then with q = (1,0) we have 
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(&,,?I x U(JmQ)? I rl) = (E&4 Um(rl) I VI) 
=(4lln)w?lyl) 
=(4lln)Vllr) 
=41/n),,, 
&OX Y1(6,u)=&,(a)y,(m)=u(O)“=u(O), 
so slln x U E N, . Similarly, with q = (0, 1) we have 
(Elin x WJmU)? I VI = (a(l/n) w”? I VI 
=(-1)“(~(l/n)rIr?)=(-l)m~(1/~)22, 
which differs from s0 x y ~ ,(6,u) = u(O)( - 1)” by less than E, and sll,, x U 
also belongs to N r . 
Remark. A more detailed analysis shows that the spectrum of A x, Z 
can be identified with [0, l] x S’, topologised as follows: (0, l] x S’, 
(0) x S’ have the usual topology, and the union is topologised so that 
sequences in (0, l] x S’ converging to (0, z) in the usual topology converge 
to both (0, z) and (0, -z) in (A x, Z)n. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
(a) A Churucterisation of Crossed Products with Continuous Truce 
Suppose a locally compact group G acts freely on a locally compact 
space X. An elegant theorem of Green [ 11, Theorem 171 asserts that G 
acts properly if and only if the transformation group C*- algebra C,(X) x G 
has continuous trace. We shall now use our main theorem to prove a 
similar result for crossed products A x G, where A is a continuous trace 
algebra with spectrum X and G is abelian. Our proof uses duality and 
appears to be completely different from Green’s, 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ~1: G + Aut A be an action of a separable locally com- 
pact ubeliun group on a separable continuous-truce C*-algebra, and suppose 
G acts freely on the spectrum of A. Then A x, G has continuous truce fund 
only if G acts properly on a. 
The following lemma must be well known, although we lack a specific 
reference; further, it is almost certainly true in much greater generality. We 
5X0.93.‘?-5 
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thank Colin Sutherland for a suggestion which shortened our original 
proof; the argument is modelled on Williams’ proof of the analogous fact 
for transformation group algebras [ 3 1, Proposition 4.21. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose (A, G, a) are as in Theorem 3.1. Then for each 
XEA, Ind;;,)rt is an irreducible representation of A x, G. 
Proof: Let X = A, and view A as the algebra T,(E) of sections of a 
C*-bundle E over X. We write E,: A -+ E, E X(Z) for evaluation at x E X. 
Then Ind E, acts in L2(G, 2”) via 8, x 1, where i is the left regular represen- 
tation of G and E”,(a)<(s) = a;’ (a)([(s)). To show Ind E, irreducible, it will 
be enough to show that 
where M is the representation of C,(G, X) on L2(G, 2”) by pointwise 
multiplication. Since (Ind E,)” = (E”, x I-)” obviously contains A(G) 0 1, it 
will be enough to show M(C,(G, X)) E E”,(A)“. 
We next observe that if @: A + C,(G, E,) z C,(G, X) is defined by 
@(a)(s) = a;‘(a)(x), then 8, = MO @. Thus it will be enough for us to show 
that we can approximate q5 E C,(G, X) strictly in M(C,(G, X)) by 
elements in the range of @; for if @(a,) -+ 4 strictly, then 
a,(aJ = MO @(a,) -, M(4) strongly 
and MOE”,“. In order to construct the a,‘s we shall need some nota- 
tion. We define isomorphisms c(,, r: ES-I, + E, by a*Ja(s-‘x)) = a,(a)(x); 
routine arguments show that a,y,, is well defined and that aS,,X is an 
isomorphism with inverse a,- I,>- I\-. We now claim that if K is compact in 
G then 
3 .x --) (a.y-l,.y)p’ (d(s)) 
is a continuous section of E 1 K. X. 
We fix s0 E K and choose a E T,(E) such that a(x) = &s,,). Then 
(a.y-l,x) -’ (4(d) = as,,,(4x)) = a,(a)C=). 
The map s + s .x is a homeomorphism of K onto K .x (it is crucial that K 
is compact here), and so s. x + s -+ a,(a) is continuous from K. x to A. 
Hence 
(s x, t . x) + a,(a)( t . x) 
is a continuous section of (K . x) x E 1 K. -~, and the restriction of this to the 
diagonal is a continuous section of E 1 K. x. Now if a, b E A then 
lla,(a)(s .x1 - a,(b)(s. x)ll = Ilas,,,((a - b)(x))ll = II(a - bNx)ll, 
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so we have 
Il~,(~(s))(s~x) -a,(b(sJ)(s~x)ll <E whenever II&s) - qS(s,)ll < E. 
In other words, our section s.x + a,(d(s))(s .x) can be locally uniformly 
approximated near s0 . x by the continuous section s . x + a,(#(s,))(s x), 
and hence is itself a continuous section. 
We now choose an increasing sequence of compact subsets K,, of G with 
U K,, = G. We can extend each section 
s~x~K,~x-+(a,-I, x)(4(s)) 
to an element u, of A, and then for s E K,, 
@(h)(s) = a;‘(h)(x) = a,-l,,(4h .x)1 = 4%~). 
Thus, in particular, @(a,) + 4 uniformly on compact in G, and hence in 
M(C,(G, X)). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The “if” direction is [25, Theorem 1.11, so 
suppose A x, G has continuous-trace. The lemma implies that Ind n is an 
irreducible representation of A x, G for each rr E A, and in fact all the 
irreducible representations of A x, G have this form. For by the Gootman- 
Rosenberg theorem [lo], every primitive ideal Z= ker p of A x, G is 
induced from a primitive ideal ker rc of A; then Z= Ind(ker rc) = ker(Ind rc) 
and, since A x, G is type Z, we must have p N Ind rr. We can realise 
Ind rc = ii: x 2 in L*(G, X*), as in the proof of the lemma: 
CInd G)5l(s) = 5 71(a;‘(z(r)))(5(t-‘s)) dt for z E C,(G, A). 
If we define M: G+ U(L2(G, 2*)) by M,4(s)=y(s)~(s), then a quick 
calculation shows 
M, Ind n(z)M:< = Ind E(&,(z))~ for ZE C,(G, A), t; E L*(G, J&); 
in other words, (Ind 7c, M) is covariant, and oi is pointwise unitary. 
It follows from Theorem 1.6 that ((A x, G) xB G) A is Hausdorff and 
that, via the double dual action 8, G = C! acts freely and properly on 
((Ax,G)x,&. By Takesaki-Takai duality, there is a covariant 
isomorphism of 
((A x, G) xi e, 6) onto (A 0 xX(L*(G)), a 0 Ad P) 
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(see, for example, [22, 7.9.3]), so we can deduce that, via c( 0 Ad p, G acts 
freely and properly on (A @ X) I\. But the homeomorphism rr + rc @ i of A 
with (A 0 X)” intertwines the original action of G with the one inherited 
from a @ Ad p, so the original action must have been proper too. 
(b) The Dual Topology for a Locally Compact Group 
Suppose G is a second countable locally compact group and N a closed 
normal subgroup which is type Z and regularly embedded in G. Then, 
according to the Mackey machine [ 161, every irreducible representation 
can be obtained by choosing L E fi, extending it to a multiplier representa- 
tion L of the stabiliser 
in such a way that the multiplier gL is constant on N-cosets in H,, 
choosing an irreducible *,-representation M of H, which is also constant 
on N-cosets, and forming Ind gL L 0 M. The equivalence class then depends 
only on the orbit G . L of L in fi and the class of M in (H,/N, CL) A. Thus 
if 9 is any G-invariant subset of fi, we can consider the subset G(z) of 
G consisting of the representations associated to orbits lying in 9. 
If now 9 is a closed G-invariant subset of 8, the spectrum of the ideal 
Z= n { ker L : L E Y} can be canonically identified with A\ 2, and that of 
C*(N)/Z with 9. If we decompose C*(G) as C*(N) x,,~ G [12, Proposi- 
tion 11, then Ix,,,,, G embeds naturally as an ideal of C*(G) with quotient 
isomorphic to (C*(N)/Z) x,,~ G [12, Proposition 121 and the spectrum 
of (c*(N)/4 X,IN G is then naturally identified with G(T). In fact, if .Y 
is just locally closed we can perform a similar construction: take 
Z=n {kerL:L&}), J=n {kerL:LEp\5?), so that the subquotient 
J/Z has spectrum (J/Z) A = (fi\(-r;i,\Y))\(fi\Y) = 9, and then 
((J/Z) xaIN G) A is naturally homeomorphic to c;‘(Y). This observation is 
fundamental to Green and Rieffel’s version of the Mackey machine 
[28, 12, 131.) 
Schochetman’s program [30] for describing the topology on G involves 
splitting fi into saturated subsets 9 according to the behaviour of the 
stabilisers, determining the topology on G(Y) and then trying to lit the 
pieces together. Our results give no information about this last part of his 
program, but they should shed some light on his proposed description of 
bits of G(g), where %? = {L E Z? : HL = G}. To use our methods to get 
positive results towards his conjectures, we shall have to suppose that G/N 
is abelian and that the subquotients A(g) corresponding to 9 c fi are 
continuous-trace algebras. While Schochetman himself frequently makes 
the first assumption, the second is certainly more restrictive, although there 
are plenty of groups N for which C*(N) has continuous trace, and since N 
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is type 1, C*(N) will always have substantial continuous-trace sub- 
quotients. In any case, our chief aim here is to suggest some modifications 
to his conjectures. 
Schochetman begins his analysis of G’(g) by considering the subset Wx, of 
%? consisting of those L E 9? for which the Mackey obstruction CJ~ is trivial. 
He first of all conjectures that 59, is closed, and we shall later show that this 
is the case under our hypotheses provided G/N is also compactly generated. 
Suppose this is true for now. For L E %‘, , the representation L of N extends 
to an ordinary representation of G-in other words, to a representation 
which implements the action of G on C*(N) relative to the twist 9 in the 
representation L of C*(N). Thus the action of G on the quotient A(V1) is 
pointwise unitary relative to the twist Y, and by our Theorem, 
@i$y = (A(%?,) x 1,N G) A is a locally compact Hausdorff space, the dual 
action of (G/N) A on G(W:,) h is free and proper, and the orbit space is 
homeomorphic to Wi. Conjecture D, of [30] asserts that this space should 
be homeomorphic to (Wi x (G/N)) A, but of course from our point of view 
this is rather unlikely. Indeed, if we take G = R and N = Z, the action of G 
on fi= T is trivial and V is therefore all of N. The cohomology group 
H*(G/N, T) = H’(T, T) is trivial, so in fact %‘i = N. But G is homeomorphic 
to R, whereas ‘$7, x (G/N) A = T x Z. Of course, this is a silly way to try to 
compute the topology on R, but our results suggested looking at it because 
R + T is a classical example of a non-trivial principal bundle. In any case, 
it suggests that conjecture D, should be amended to say that G(%?,) is a free 
and proper (G/N) /\-space with orbit space %‘i, locally trivial if G/N is 
compactly generated. 
Remark. Unfortunately this counterexample to conjecture D, of [30] 
also contradicts [30, Proposition 3.131. The problem occurs when it is 
asserted that the extension map L E ‘%, G I? + i E G is continuous; in our 
example this would amount to giving a continuous map of T = fi into 
R = 6 which was a section for the covering map of R onto R/Z = T. 
The next step in the program of [30] is to analyse the remainder 
5?$ = %\%‘, of V. The only case considered there is the one where 
(GIN, CL) A is a singleton for each L E %+equivalently, where each sym- 
metriser 
is trivial [a]. However, we suggest that one could also partition %$ into the 
sets %& where the Mackey obstruction w  E H2(G/N, T) is constant, and try 
to describe G(WW). The following lemma will be useful in this regard and 
may be of some independent interest. In it, H*(G, T) denotes the Moore 
cohomology group endowed with the quotient topology inherited from the 
natural Polish topology on Z’(G, T) s C2(G, T). 
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LEMMA 3.3. Suppose (A, G, a, 9) is a separable twisted covariant system 
with A continuous trace, G/N compactly generated and a acting trivially on 
X = a. Then the map which sends x E X to the Mackey obstruction at x is 
continuous from X to H’(G/N, T). 
Proof We follow the proof of [29, Corollary 2.21. Since this is a local 
problem, we may as well suppose X is compact. Then Inn A is open in 
Am c(X) A [25, Theorem 0.81, so the quotient Out.(,, A is discrete. Since G 
acts trivially on X, we have a(G) c Aut c(X) A and a(N) E Inn A. The image 
of a(G) in Outccx) A is therefore a compactly (and hence finitely) generated 
subgroup. Let {a,} be a finite set in AutCcXJ A whose images in OutccxJ A 
generate this subgroup. Because C(X)-automorphisms are locally inner, by 
shrinking X one may suppose that each ai is inner, and then a consists 
entirely of inner automorphisms. The obstruction to implementing a by a 
unitary group U: G + UM(A) extending z is then given by the class in 
H*(G/N, C(X, T)) of the cocycle w  E Z’(G/N, C(X, T)) described in 
Proposition 1.5. Evaluating this cocycle at a point x E X gives a cocycle 
w(x) E Z*(G/N, T) which represents the Mackey obstruction class c(x). 
Now each w(s, t) is continuous; so if x, -+x then w(x,) + w(x) pointwise, 
and hence by [17, Proposition 61 in the Polish group Z2(G/N, T). The 
topology on H2 is the quotient of this topology, so the result follows. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If w is closed in H*(G/N, T) then 
~~,={xEX:C(X)=W} 
is closed in X. 
When G/N is abelian, H’(G/N, T) is Hausdorff [ 18, Theorem 71, and 
this corollary applies to each w  E H2(G/N, T). Therefore provided G/N is 
compactly generated all the sets %?,+ are closed in V, and hence the corre- 
sponding sets G(%,,,) are closed in G(%‘). Thus in particular conjecture D, 
of [30] (the case w  =0) is valid under our hypotheses; this observation 
seems to be almost completely distinct from Schochetman’s own result [30, 
Proposition 3.121, which applies only when %‘i consists of one-dimensional 
representations. 
To handle the sets G(V,,,), we observe that, as in the preceding section, 
the twisted action (a, U) of G/N on the quotient A = A(%&,) is stably exterior 
equivalent (via a cocycle v, say) to a genuine action fi of G/N on A @ X. 
We claim that w  is the Mackey obstruction for the action /I at each 
point of %& = A^. To see this, suppose 7r~%?~ and U : G + U(X) is a 
w-representation such that U 1 N = K 0 9 and U implements a in the 
representation 7~. If (x, U) were an ordinary representation of (A, G, Y), the 
corresponding covariant representation of (A, G/N, a, U) would be (n, Uo c) 
[20, proof of Proposition 5.11, and the corresponding representation of 
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(A@X,G/N,/?) would be (nOid, z@id(u)((UOc)@l)) [20, Lemma 3.31. 
Thus we try 
We trivially have 
W,, = n 0 id(usN) (U(c(s)) 0 1). 
W,N71Qid(b)W.~~==Xid(P,N(b)) for sN E G/N, 
and we can compute: 
W,, W,,= ~Qid(u,,)(U(c(s))Q 1)~Qidtu,,)tUtctt))Q 1) 
= 710 idtu,,)n 0 idt~,(,,(u,N))((U(co) utc(t))) 0 1) 
= n@id(u,,,(u(sN, tN)*@ l))(w(sN, tN)U(c(s)c(t))@ 1) 
= w(sN, tN)n@id(u,,,(u(sN, tN)*@ 1)) 
x ttU(~t~)ct~)ct~~)~‘)~tct~~)))Q 1) 
= w(sN, tN)z @ id(uAIN)( U(c(st)) @ 1)) 
since UI N = rr 0Y and u(sN, tN) = 9(c(s)c(t)c(st))‘) 
= w(sN, tN) W,y,,. 
Thus W is a w-representation of G/N which implements b in the repesenta- 
tion z-i.e., the Mackey obstruction at 7c is w, as claimed. 
Now let 
S = { sN E G/N : w(sN, tN) = w( tN, sN) for all tN E G/NJ 
be the symmetriser of w. Then by [14, Theorem 1.11, restriction gives a 
homeomorphism of ((A 0%‘) xp G/N)” onto ((A OX) xp S)“, which 
is easily seen to be (G/N) “-equivariant. Putting this together with 
the homeomorphism of (A x a, N G) h onto ((A 0 X) x B G/N) A induced 
by the exterior equivalence shows that Res: (A x,, N G) A -+ 2 is 
(G/N) “-isomorphic to ((A Q AC) x B S) A. The action of S on A @ X is 
pointwise unitary, so we can apply our main results to it: we deduce that 
x,,~ G) A is a locally compact Hausdorff space; that the dual action of 
I&N)” has common isotropy group Sl; and that the resulting action of 
S= C?//sl is proper with (A x rI ,+. G) “IS = 2 = %?,,, . Thus our amended 
version of conjecture D, of [30] seems equally reasonable for each of the 
sets G(%$,); predicting that G(‘&,) is a free and proper S-space over %‘,,,,. 
Concluding Remark. We have only discussed the conjectures of 
Schochetman concerning the part of G where induction is not a necessary 
step in the Mackey machine. However, we believe the phenomena we have 
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described will arise elsewhere in this program. The space 9(G, 9’) of 
irreducible representations of the stabilisers H, for L E 9 is topologized by 
viewing it as a subset of the spectrum of Fell’s subgroup algebra C*(Y) 
[6]. If 9 is G-invariant, there is a natural action of G on F(G, 9) and 
Schochetman suggests that if H, # G for all L E 9, then G(9) should be 
homeomorphic to P(G, 9)/G. The space P(G, 9) is naturally libred over 
9 with libre over L homeomorphic to (HJN, c?J “, and our results 
indicate that this space could have non-trivial topological properties. For 
example, if H, = H # G for all L E 9, then 9(G, 9) can be identified with 
(A(Y) X,IN H) A and this could easily be a nontrivial (H/N) “-bundle over 
9. (See [27] for an idea of what this might mean if the stabilisers H, vary 
continuously.) It does seem at present, though, that our understanding of 
the topology on the spectrum of a crossed product (e.g. [25,27]) is not 
sufficient to give any new information about the induction step: if the 
stabilisers vary continuously, the conjectures on G were established years 
ago by Fell (see [ 1, Section 31). 
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